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Summary
Attention is drawn to the contrast between the state of knowledge of the properties and behaviour of refractory materials in the wide variety of hostile environments to which they are subjected and the so far poorly developed state of refractories engineering. The chemical industry itself provides a considerable variety of environmental conditions, the effects of these have generally been well studied and the most important of them are discussed. In parts of the chemical industry, notably in hydrocarbon processing, the conditions for refractories are rather easy, however reliability is particularly important and this combination of circumstances makes it specially necessary to minimise deficiencies in design and construction. Materials must be chosen with generous safety margins in temperature capability and the refractory construction system, whether brick, monolithic or fibre, should be suitable not only for the operating conditions but also for the type of equipment concerned and the construction circumstances. The advantages of refractory concretes, for example, show themselves particularly in lining reactors and other equipment of complex shape: ceramic fibres are an important and developing system; brickwork has the longest history of development. Whatever the system attention to detail is very important in ensuring a high reliability. In recent years several novel processes have been investigated based on the use of refractory ceramic heat exchange materials.

Some of these present very severe engineering design problems and it seems doubtful whether the demand will provide the incentive to solve them. Development of a basic refractories engineering remains the most important need in this industry.

Classification of materials
Refractories can be grouped by chemical composition, by physical form, by temperature capability and by suitability for specialised industrial usage and between these classifications there are complex inter-relationships.

Although some use is made of the more specialised compositions, the great bulk of refractory material of interest to the chemical and petrochemical industries falls into the class of alumino-silicate refractories. Nearly the whole of this binary system is represented by commercially available products including pure alumina, pure mullite and a very wide range of products made from clays, bauxite and other minerals. The silica end of the phase diagram (Fig. 1) is actually complex because of the various crystal forms of silica, but there is also a vitreous non-crystalline form, of growing importance and of interest in some chemical processes.

As far as physical forms are concerned the principal distinction is between fired refractories and the so called monolithic refractories which can be moulded, rammed, sprayed or cast like concrete; the refractory concretes or castables are indeed a very important group. In the last decade the development of ceramic fibres, both glassy and crystalline, much helped by the unfortunate toxicity of asbestos, but of much wider application, has added quite new forms,
creating new possibilities and new problems.

For many of the fired and monolithic forms there are both dense and lightweight varieties providing means of controlling heat loss to some extent and the use of insulating bricks to form the hot, working face of many kinds of heat enclosure, including process heaters, has become very important.

As well as the refractories in the alumina-silica system, the manufacturing industry produces a great many other types: the less familiar materials based on magnesite, chrome, chromemagnesite, zircon, zirconia, forsterite, cordierite, chrome-alumina, aluminium phosphate and now tin oxide are all there to be used if their special properties are appropriate. Virtually every high melting-point oxide, sulphide, carbide, nitride and boride throughout the periodic table has been investigated and made into some sort of refractory and in the unlikely event that some new process were to require one of these exotic materials there is little doubt that the industry would not take too long to produce it.

**Conditions for refractories in the chemical industries**

Two thirds of the production of refractory materials goes into the steel industry and large quantities go into non-ferrous metal, glass and cement production. The chemical and petrochemical industries are relatively small users but there is no little variety in operating conditions, types of equipment and every aspect of usage. It is not profitable to try too hard to define the limits of these industries but it helps to look at the broad context of chemical processing to understand the background. Wet chemistry accounts for much of the chemical industry and here high temperatures are generally involved only indirectly in the supply of external means of heating. There is a second range of processes involving molten or solid reactants where refractory materials are subject not only to high temperatures but to the effect of chemical reactions and mechanical abrasion. This very wide range encompasses the whole of the metallurgical industries and includes also the manufacture of glass and materials such as cement clinker, where there is at least a proportion of liquid phase that can take part in chemical reaction: some of these processes are the concern of the various branches of chemical industry. There is a third broadly defined range, comprising hydrocarbon processing and associated high temperature processes, most of which involve only gaseous reactions, of importance in oil refining, in the production of petrochemicals and in parts of the chemical industry.

Thus there is much common interest with other parts of industry as far as the use of refractories is concerned; the intention in this paper is to discuss those aspects that are special to, or characteristic of, this rather ill-defined range of chemical, petrochemical and oil-refining operations and this leads to the consideration of two categories.

In the first of these, the refractory is sensitive to reaction with its environment, either chemically or physically, the life may well be rather short and generally there is some constraint on the choice of material by virtue of this reactivity. In the second category
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Refractories operate mainly in a clean environment and the conditions are very easy, yet paradoxically it is in this context that one can see certain problems that should be receiving increasing attention in the future and perhaps even forming the main focus of attention. This situation is particularly characteristic of hydrocarbon processes based on gas and light oil fraction feedstocks and the closely related high-temperature hydrogen and nitrogen chemistry. All these are normally operated on a large scale and on a continuous basis and this, together with the relative absence of effects due to chemical reactions and mechanical abrasion, produces conditions that are rather different from those in many other industries, conditions which lead to a design approach that evidently needs to be somewhat different. This approach is one in which it becomes necessary to examine the engineering design detail at least as carefully as the choice of refractory materials. When these materials are not subjected to extreme conditions they are capable of very long life if they are not overheated and since plant shutdown is very expensive and unplanned shutdowns are particularly undesirable in continuous process operation there is a considerable incentive to obtain refractory linings that will indeed last many years. Such long life is only possible of course provided that the materials are used in a proper manner but with sensible selection of material and proper attention to engineering design detail, there is in most cases no reason why the life should not be ten years or more. This is something that the refractories industry has in the past not been accustomed to and practices have become accepted whose faults have been obscured by the relatively short life of the materials, but it is becoming necessary to adopt better and more careful design and construction and this can only be to the benefit, not only of the chemical industry, but of all users of refractories.

Reactive environments

Reactivity is a convenient term under which to group the variety of responses to the very damaging conditions that refractories may suffer, which include the corrosive slagging processes and other chemical effects but also a number of physical effects and some that are a combination. Some of the more serious maladies with specially characteristic symptoms have descriptive names like 'cobble-stoning', 'rat-holing', 'slabling' and so on.

Physical effects

Purely physical effects include spalling due to thermal shock. Standard tests have been produced to measure the susceptibility of refractories to thermal shock, but no really satisfactory methods are available, largely because of the difficulty in reproducing the conditions of practical service. In one investigation (1) a large number of proprietary bricks and refractory concretes, all of the alumino-silicate type with alumina content in the range 50-65%, were examined for their suitability as materials for lining drier furnaces used in fertiliser production and for the burner quarts used in these furnaces. Typically these are horizontal cylinders, 2 to 4 m diameter, fired from one end and the gases produced in the combustion chamber are diluted with secondary air to produce gases at 400°C or so, suitable for drying in rotary driers for example. Intermittent plant operation and use of heavy fuel-oil for firing produce severe thermal shock conditions and refractory lining life of only two months was the incentive for the investigation.

It has long been accepted that the British Standard method of test for thermal shock resistance based on successive heating and air-cooling is not severe enough to be very discriminating. A water-quenching between each heating cycle is severe enough and test conditions could be chosen to cause failure after only one cycle with the poorer materials whereas the best were capable of withstanding ten or more. Plant trials correlated unusually well with the results of the laboratory tests and in service the better materials lasted at least a year.

Two striking facts emerged from this investigation, first the remarkably wide range in sensitivity in materials of very similar composition and range of application, second the general superiority of refractory concretes. The water-quench test was later the subject of a national co-operative study and in a modified form was adopted as a British Standard (BS 1902 Part C) but by increasing the heating temperature, was made more severe. As a result the test in its present form will not discriminate as satisfactorily as the original, perhaps fortunately chosen, conditions and this illustrates the difficulty in designing such tests.

Abrasion resistance is an even more difficult property to define and measure and if a test is to be useful it must attempt to reproduce as nearly as possible the conditions of service, a requirement that is usually extremely difficult to meet.

Damage by slagging

No less difficult is the testing of resistance to slags and other molten substances and many tests have been devised to incorporate not only the element of chemical corrosion, but the effects also of erosion where relative movement over the surface of the refractory accelerates the failure.

As with metals this combination of corrosion and removal of corrosion product by erosion can be very damaging; under adverse circumstances it can be devastating and inches of material can be removed in a matter of hours.

The production of sulphuric acid from anhydrite (calcium sulphate) in rotary kilns, no longer used in the UK because of a decrease in the price of sulphur, but still in use elsewhere in Europe, is very similar to the conventional manufacture of cement clinker but with somewhat greater problems of feed and atmosphere control. The calcium sulphate is reduced to SO₂ and subsequently converted catalytically to SO₃ and the lime goes to make cement clinker. The alumino-silicate refractories used thirty years ago were replaced by the less reactive basic refractories, mainly magnesite-chrome bricks. The life of these refractories, varying from a few months to perhaps two years, depends typically on a number of factors. These include the degree of process control, the mechanical stress on the refractory lining due to distortion in the kiln shell as it rotates, the tightness with which the lining is installed and the readiness with which a coating of clinker is built up on the lining (2, 3). While properties of the refractory such as resistance to thermal shock and hot-strength are relevant the factors that have nothing to do with the properties of the refractory have a similar level of importance.

Best practice, as in conventional cement manufacture, is based on the establishment of a coating in the burning zone consisting of a layer of chilled clinker that adheres to the refractory and provides a protective working hot-face that prolongs the life of the refractory brick. The stability of this layer depends on many factors and if too much sulphate or sulphide appear in this hot zone a fusion results that can erode the coating and the lining very rapidly. This dependence of
the life of the refractory on a complex set of conditions, chemical and mechanical, that are particular to the process concerned, is common in difficult high-temperature processes. The sodium sulphide revolver, operating at around 1000°C is something like a short rotary kiln but rocks rather than rotating continuously. It is used in a batch process and the lining is subjected alternately to thermal shock from each cold charge and erosion from the molten contents during the heating cycle. An application of first principles would suggest at least one of the higher alumina firebricks with good resistance to thermal shock: in fact what was found to be very satisfactory was a dense highly vitrified red shale engineering brick. This unexpected observation teaches a number of lessons. The most important is that low porosity and permeability are highly beneficial in conferring resistance to melt corrosion. Secondly, damage by thermal shock is in practice a most complex thing and failure purely by thermal stress set up by rapid temperature changes is very often complicated by other effects; indeed 'failure' itself needs definition and in a given practical situation may not be anything like the 'failure' that is detectable in a laboratory test. Cracks are detectable in bricks subjected to thermal strain long before any obvious external signs of damage. Lastly of course, one must consider economic factors: in this particular example regular repair or replacement of a cheap lining was readily acceptable as part of the production routine.

Incinerators are likely to become increasingly important: this has received general notice in the context of domestic refuse disposal but it is also true in the chemical industry, for example in the production of nylon chemicals, where disposal of waste by dumping will become increasingly difficult or uneconomic. Where waste products contain catalyst residues there may be an incentive to recover these residues. Some liquid wastes contain considerable amounts of water and where this is the case there are special problems. Combustion is difficult and splashing of hot refractory with cold liquid is liable to shorten the life of the incinerator lining. The spalling conditions in incinerators are often specially severe and the conclusions drawn from the investigations previously mentioned, of materials for drier furnaces, have been found relevant to incinerators also.

Solid phase reactivity

Lime production provides an interesting example of a mode of failure which can be due to the use of refractory that is, in a sense, too good. This occurs where the refractory takes part in chemical reactions at high temperature where the reactants and reaction products are all in the solid phase, sometimes gas and solid phase, but not including liquid. Where such a reaction involves a large change in volume disruptive effects may occur. Disruptive effects due to chemical reactions producing marked increase in volume of the reacting material are well-known where there is no high temperature and one of the most widespread is the case of sulphate-expansion in Portland cement concrete and brickwork mortar.

Volatile alkali oxides – sodium oxide is the most important in this context – are produced when lime is calcined and they react with aluminosilicate refractories under favourable conditions to produce new solid phases and since this reaction can be accompanied by an increase in volume, disruption of the refractory occurs (Fig. 2), usually near to the hot face, and the surface of the brick flakes off. Paradoxically the use of refractory that is inferior in the usual sense, that it will not withstand such a high temperature, may solve the problem. A liquid rather than a solid reaction product is formed which does not give rise to the volume change and if the liquid is not too fluid or too great in amount, does not cause rapid failure.

A classic high temperature example is well known in the technology of basic refractories and is referred to as iron oxide 'bursting': it occurs when iron oxide is heated in contact with certain bricks based on chrome ore and magnesite (Fig. 2). The effect is a result of the formation of a spinel, a compound of a bivalent and a trivalent oxide, of a characteristic crystal form and common in basic refractory systems. The forms involved are mainly ferrites and chromites and have a variety of compositions based mainly on MgO, FeO, Fe2O3 and Cr2O3 with a characteristic tendency for very ready substitution between the various cations involved. Investigations (5) showed that many such spinel-forming systems exhibit this expansion tendency, but bursting expansion does not always occur when spinels are formed. It is not dependent only on density differences but also on a phenomenon first observed in metal systems where some pairs of metals in contact exhibit, when heated, the Kirkendall effect. This is an effect in which unequal rates of diffusion across the interface between the two metals give rise to the appearance of holes in the crystal lattice, which can coalesce into pores. This effect of unequal diffusion rates, the reverse of the sintering process, occurs in many combinations of spinels and related systems.

The same effect can occur in high-alumina refractories in contact with heavy fuel oil ash. The development of porosity has been clearly shown in the metal systems but, although the unequal diffusion has been demonstrated in refractory systems, these materials are already porous and highly heterogeneous and the formation of additional porosity is harder to discover. It is probably much more widespread than is generally recognised and has been shown to occur in the high-temperature gasification of heavy fuel-oil to produce hydrogen (1).

Reactivity with Gases

The classic gas-solid reaction is 'carbon monoxide disintegration' (Fig. 3). In the presence of moderate concentrations of carbon monoxide, metallic iron can analyse the decomposition of this gas at around 450°C to form whisker-type crystals of carbon which are capable of disrupting refractory materials. The hot-face of the refractory may well be higher than 450°C but normally there will be some part of the lining at this temperature. Iron oxide is a common impurity in refractories and in susceptible ones active metallic iron is easily produced by reduction of the oxide. Thus where more than very small amounts of carbon monoxide are present a refractory of low susceptibility should be used. The iron oxide impurity in some firebricks is combined in an unreactive form, but this is not the case in the refractory concretes commonly used for lining reactors and although materials with a small degree of activity sometimes have an acceptable life it is desirable and more usual to make use of castables based on one of the low-iron calcium aluminosilicate cements.

A similar effect at higher temperatures occurs when hydrocarbons are given out but the carbon formation is less likely to be disruptive. It is possible for example for highly porous insulating refractories to become completely impregnated with solid coke and this can be removed, though not
necessarily conveniently in-situ, by heating in air. The carbon burns out and the refractory may be left more or less in its original condition. The catalysts used in some hydrocarbon processes resemble porous refractories and may themselves become impregnated with carbon. Cyclic operation is then necessary with alternate cycles for burning off the carbon in air. In other cases the catalyst is physically transferred to a separate vessel for this purpose and the linings in the catalyst transfer mains are subject to a particularly difficult combination of abrasion and temperature cycling.

The presence of iron or easily reducible iron oxide is certainly the most common agent responsible for the catalytic formation of carbon in refractories. The most common form of high-alumina cement used for refractory concretes contains appreciable quantities of iron and special low-iron grades, normally used because of their higher refractoriness, frequently find application as reactor linings not because of their high temperature capability but because of their inertness to CO and hydrocarbons.

In some cases however a different type of catalytic activity gives rise to carbon formation in the pores of the refractory where the choice of low-iron materials is not sufficient precaution; this is especially so in systems containing aromatic hydrocarbons which are specially prone to carbon formation. Surface reactivity of some alumino-silicate refractories is responsible for this effect and it may be necessary to investigate the catalytic reactivity of particular proprietary refractories and to choose accordingly.

A third type of problem due to carbon deposition is not dependent on catalytic activity but on thermal cracking in the gas phase; carbon or high molecular weight precursors formed in the process gas may then be physically deposited on the surface of the refractory lining or within the surface pores.

Where carbon deposition is unavoidable allowance is sometimes made in design for its effect on the thermal conductivity of the refractory, however the allowance required is small and unless the heat loss is critical perhaps hardly worth making. The case is different when substantial amounts of hydrogen are present and because of the high conductivity of
this gas it is necessary to make allowance. Several models have been proposed to represent the flow of heat through porous media and depending on the model chosen the effect of the presence of hydrogen in the pores can be allowed for in the expression for thermal conductivity. However, it is not worth going to the trouble of making a special study to see which model is most suited to a particular refractory or to use a complex expression to represent conductivity. It is sufficient to calculate the approximate conductivity of the gas mixture concerned, to consider the pore volume in the refractory as making a zero contribution to the overall conductivity in air and simply to add the contribution made by the hydrogen-containing gas. Thermal conductivities, heat flow calculations and heat balances are rarely so accurate as to warrant more. Neither are estimates of the working temperatures of materials so critical or so independent of other difficult-to-estimate design factors.

The powerful reducing effect of hydrogen must of course be reckoned with. The effect of FeO on the melting behaviour of alumino-silicates is very different from the effect of Fe₂O₃; with only 1 or 2% of iron the effect of the reduction on the refractoriness of the material may be startling and even with alumina-free materials the high temperature shrinkage can be markedly affected. The effect can be found even in heater atmospheres that are nominally oxidising, and this is a problem that is discussed later. However, in reactors hydrogen may be a major constituent in the process gas. If the temperature is high enough the silica in alumino-silicate refractories can itself be reduced; volatile silicon monoxide is distilled off and either reoxidises or decomposes into silicon and oxygen. This effect has been known for many years in metallurgical processes, but the extent to which it occurs falls off rapidly below about 1300°C because the temperature coefficient of the equilibrium constant is quite high. Volatile silica can however be a serious problem in certain reactors in ammonia plants: these are the second-order reformers in which residual methane remaining from the reforming of hydrocarbon to give hydrogen is catalytically removed. The process gas contains high residual pressure (1–2 bar) of steam but the temperature is only about 1000°C, a temperature too low for silica to be reduced by hydrogen to a significant extent. If silica-bearing refractories or catalyst are present silica is removed however, not by formation of silicon monoxide but by solution of silica in the steam (6). This volatilisation is independent of the presence of hydrogen and it can leave the refractory porous and mechanically weak but the most immediate adverse effect is fouling of the tubes in the boilers used for gas-cooling and heat-recovery.

An interesting lesson can be learned in this context. Refractories, whether fired brick, refractory concrete, plastic mouldable or other kinds are dependent on some kind of bond which forms a matrix between the coarser particles of prefired material forming the bulk of the composition. Since this bond holds the refractory together, its integrity on exposure to a reactive environment is very important. In getting over the problem of silica loss in secondary reformers fired pure-alumina brick with very low silica content has found considerable use. However, the small amount of silica that is present is concentrated in the bonding component and its removal by volatilisation results eventually in a serious loss of strength (Fig. 4). A suitable castable bonded with calcium aluminate cement does not suffer this disadvantage because the silica impurity is distributed in a more favourable manner.

The final example of reactivity with gases occurs in high temperature processes involving chlorine. This gas is capable of removing oxides of iron and alumina from refractories by forming the volatile chlorides and here it is silica that provides the best chemical resistance.

Silica is a substance with rather special properties which affect its behaviour as a refractory. Very large quantities of silica refractory made from naturally occurring deposits are used in coke ovens and other coal carbonisation equipment and until recently in open-hearth steel-making furnaces. Crystalline silica suffers crystalline phase changes, some of which are accompanied by large changes in volume and this behaviour necessitates special procedures when the refractories are heated from cold, an unfortunate limitation but acceptable where the other special characteristics of silica make it particularly suitable. For chemical plant operation, such a limitation would be hard to tolerate but in recent years a new type of silica refractory has become available in which ground fused silica is bonded with colloidal silica. The resulting refractory is amorphous and sufficiently stable in many conditions that significant devitrification does not occur.

Thus the absence of crystallinity ensures freedom from the volume changes that occur with conventional silica refractories.

This outline shows that in chemical processes there are many examples of conditions that can be quite damaging to refractories, but it is often possible nevertheless, by making the right choice of material, to avoid these problems.

Structural considerations: choosing the construction system

We have dealt so far with the limitations imposed by reaction between the refractory materials and their environment. Other limitations are imposed which are structural ones, limitations imposed by the geometry of the structure concerned, by the need to withstand mechanical load, to form arches or high walls that will remain stable at high temperatures, by the need to form complex shapes and by the differing suitability of the various types of refractory material from the point of view of actual installation.

The first refractory was in fact a monolithic one and prehistoric man must have found that shrinkage, cracking and generally falling apart of his moulded clay were greatly influenced by adding bits of plant fibre and rubbish from the cooking hearth. The tendency of clay bricks to crack due to shrinkage could be improved by adding straw; by properly preparing and blending the clay with prefired material a similar effect is produced with modern materials. The greatest advance came when shaped bricks were not merely dried but fired as well. Firing, ideally at a temperature higher than the temperature of use, allows volume changes to take place before rather than after use in service; for the most demanding conditions prefired materials are indeed normally necessary. However, there are disadvantages with bricks; they require some skill in installation and complex constructions and lining of complex shapes are specially difficult; a multiplicity of joints has to be reckoned with because jointing materials have different properties; expansion joints need careful consideration; not least fired bricks have to be moulded, dried and fired and therefore may be on long delivery especially if special shapes
are required.

Monolithic refractories are unfired and are normally unshaped, being installed in-situ, although refractory concretes are often precast before installation. The main advantages with monolithic refractories are the greater ease with which complex constructions can be made, the absence of joints and the immediate availability. The type of skill that the bricklayer has is not necessary and this fact is of course well advertised; unfortunately skill and care are often confused and if one thing is vital to success with monolithic refractories, it is the care to ensure that installation is properly done with due attention to the important steps in the procedures.

Plastic mouldable refractories are not commonly used in chemical process plants, but refractory concretes of both the dense kind and the lightweight insulating kind are very important in all types of equipment. Castables made from a variety of lightweight aggregates are very widely used to line equipment such as heaters, ducting and flues operating at moderate temperatures. The low density confers low conductivity roughly in linear proportion to density but at the expense of strength. Great strength is often not necessary if all that is required is self-support of the refractory lining, but is nevertheless not a bad thing to have to minimise mechanical damage during maintenance or especially during the assembly of the prefabricated units that are nowadays common. There is surely scope for much further improvement in this type of refractory both in extending the range of temperature for which they are suitable and in improving the mechanical properties for example with such remarkable materials as exfoliated vermiculite. The challenge in recent years from those other remarkable materials, the ceramic fibres, also rather weak mechanically, should not go unanswered.

The dense castables are specially suitable for burner quarts, which suffer thermal strain and shock in varying degrees. For reasons that are not particularly clear, but perhaps have to do with what might be called textural differences, castables are better than many fired refractories in this respect as has already been mentioned, and since the specially shaped quarts are so conveniently made from castables they have found much use in this application.

The production of precast shapes in these concretes is an important and growing industry because of their versatility and convenience and very large shapes can if necessary be made that would be quite impossible in fired refractory. Precasting takes advantage also of the greatly improved quality that is possible when the manufacturing conditions are right, with mixes of low water/cement ratio, with vibration to ensure good consolidation and with proper curing, therefore proper hydration of the cement.

In-situ the conditions are not always right. Too much water, poor consolidation, segregation and poor hydration due to inadequate curing are common faults which lead to low strength, high shrinkage and short life. A very useful and well-known technique for applying these materials is gunning, usually dry gunning, in which the operator who manipulates the gun nozzle controls the amount of water, controlling it so as to avoid the two extremes where, if too dry, the concrete is poorly consolidated and there is too much rebound loss, and if too wet, it slumps. With a properly designed anchoring system, concrete may satisfactorily be applied overhead or in any other position on surfaces of any shape. If proper control is not exercised by the operator the results can be very bad.

This is the weakness of monolithic refractories, that they can be and often are misused so badly either from carelessness or ignorance. The use of ceramic fibres needs rather special consideration, partly because they are still quite new and their range of use is not yet well defined, although some uses are becoming established, and partly because new products, new forms and new methods of construction are being developed.

Choice of the type of construction, whether brick, monolithic or fibre and the method of installation is only one aspect of design. To return to the opening theme of this essay, we may note the contrast between, on the one hand, the remarkable developments in formulation and production technology by the manufacturers of these materials and the scientific studies into their behaviour and limitations by the interested research organisations and on the other hand the poorly developed technology of construction techniques and concretes and particularly of design. There are yet for example no codes of practice dealing with the actual installation of refractory structures.

To examine this further it is necessary first to describe some of the equipment used in hydrocarbon processing, much of which falls reasonably into the clean environment category.

**Hydrocarbon processing equipment**

The process equipment in which refractory materials are used is generally of two kinds, namely heaters and reactors. In the most common form of heater the feed-stock is fed into tubes to be distilled, vapourised, reformed, etc., the necessary heat being developed by combustion within the heater and absorbed by the tubes either by radiation in the hotter part or by convection from the cooler gases before they leave to go into the flue system which itself may be a large and necessary part of the construction. The refractory is subject only to contact with products of combustion of the fuel. In reactors, the other major classification of equipment, the refractory is in contact with gaseous process fluid. No external heat is added although the required reaction may be dependent on combustion or other exothermic reaction between the reactants and it will frequently be dependent on a catalyst. Associated with reactors are the gas transfer mains and boilers used to recover heat and reduce the temperature of the reaction products to a level suitable for subsequent processing.

There are some reaction processes in which it is necessary to put heat into the reaction, but where for various reasons, for example if the temperature is too high, it is not possible to use metal tubes. Regenerative heating or moving beds of ceramic heat-transfer media can be adopted and this type of reactor includes the pebble heater and fluidised bed reactors. In addition to the mechanical abrasion effects where movement of the heat transfer medium is involved, thermal shock is a major feature and the material in moving beds is itself subject to very severe temperature changes.

The type of equipment that can be included under the heading of process heaters falls into several categories, roughly as follows:

1. **Fired Heaters** (Fig. 5)

   The size of these varies very considerably and may be cylindrical, up to 40 ft diameter, or rectangular with flat or sloping roofs. These heaters are usually bottom-fired with large radiant heat transfer sections, the heated tubes being distributed around the walls of the heater and with convection-heated banks of tubes at the top, through which the flue gas passes. Massive ducting is often installed, particularly
where several heaters feed flue gas into a common stack. Package boilers are often used and these are a particular example of fired heater.

2. Reformer Furnaces (Fig. 6)
These are usually rectangular boxes, generally top-fired sometimes fired from the side walls, in which the process fluid is reacted in vertical tubes. They are designed, typically, to produce hydrogen for ammonia or methanol production and for other purposes.

3. Ethylene Crackers
Cracker furnaces are also rectangular with multi-burner side-firing and often additional upward-firing burners.

These applications have been listed roughly in the order of increasing temperature. Most of the tubular heaters used in oil refining and the petrochemicals industry are operated at relatively modest temperatures compared with many other refractory applications and flue-gas temperatures are frequently no more than 1000°C. In the radiant sections of the heaters the refractory linings behind the radiant tubes, which are close to the walls, is clearly at some level of temperature below that of the gas in the interior and it may be difficult to estimate exactly what this level is: it is unlikely to exceed about 800°C, a temperature within the capability of practically any refractory insulating material. Low temperature-rated insulating concretes have been widely used for these applications but it is now becoming much more common to use ceramic fibres.

After passing through the convection tube bundles the flue gas is normally at a relatively low temperature and linings in ducting are usually not required to withstand especially high temperatures, so that insulating concretes and fibres are used here also. A case sometimes exists for providing more than the degree of refractoriness that might otherwise be expected in order to cope with the possibility of failure in the tube bundles. If this occurs it can lead to a major leakage of flammable gas from the process stream that passes through the tubes themselves into the flue gas; this can then burn in the excess air normally present producing higher temperatures than normal. Even so, it is unlikely that the temperature would be much higher than 1100–1200°C.

Reformer furnaces operate at
around 1100°C and cracker furnaces may be hotter, locally as high as 1200-1300°C.

In recent years the standard method of lining reformer or similar furnaces has been with about 6 inches of insulating brick backed with insulating slab of calcium silicate or mineral wool. With the increasing pressure to minimise heat loss there has been a move from the level of 1000-1200 W/m² that was normal ten to fifteen years ago to little more than half this value today. This means using linings of greater thermal resistance, either thicker or with materials of lower thermal conductivity and this factor is clearly one that encourages the choice of ceramic fibre linings.

It can be seen that normally it is unnecessary to use highly refractory material, although, as always, there are special situations where unusually high temperatures occur, where there is uncertainty, or where some other circumstance may dictate the introduction of some kind of safety margin. Burner quarls are a case in point where, while normally highly refractory materials are not used for them in this type of equipment, it is not unusual to choose a material with a nominal rating of 1600°C or more even though this temperature is rather unlikely to be reached. Refractory concretes are especially suitable for these small burner quarls.

A variety of chemical processes involving reactions on hydrocarbon gases or vaporised liquid hydrocarbons is carried out within enclosed vessels operating at elevated temperatures, namely the reactors that have been mentioned. Some simple chemical reactions such as the partial oxidation of hydrocarbons to yield hydrogen can be carried out without the aid of catalyst and these gasification processes take place at 1300-1350°C. Since the atmosphere is reducing the conditions are severe, especially if the feedstock is heavy fuel-oil. A much wider range of processes does require the use of catalysts and these reactions, which are more complex and more selective, take place at lower temperatures within the range 500-1000°C. The pressure is also frequently elevated and may be as high as 30 bar.

Design reliability
Thus in much of the equipment used in hydrocarbon processing, refractories are subject to relatively easy conditions at low or moderately high temperatures and where there are problems of reactivity it is usually possible to find refractories that satisfactorily resist the conditions. Properly chosen materials should therefore remain unaffected for a long time but this is not to say necessarily that the structure may be assumed to remain unaffected unless other aspects of design are considered also.

The word design, like engineering, means different things to different people; the most satisfactory definition is one that recognises the importance of all the factors that contribute to a satisfactory result and this is specially important where refractories are concerned. The choice of material is of the first importance but the proper choice presupposes that the conditions for which the choice is made are correctly established and this cannot always be safely assumed.

Temperature capability of materials
In a clean environment the limiting factor as far as the behaviour of materials is concerned is the ability to withstand heating. While in some installations refractories have to withstand stress, more often fairly simple compressive loading, in the majority of cases in hydrocarbon processing the stresses are insignificant and it is simply volume stability that has to be considered. This is a property that is difficult to define adequately, in practical terms, and to measure in a way that is useful. It is time-dependent, materials are sometimes anisotropic, the temperature distribution has an important influence on shrinkage behaviour and, for example, a refractory brick heated on one side shows behaviour that is hard to predict from data derived from uniform heating experiments. Moreover, even having defined the behaviour of a given material it is not a simple matter to decide what is acceptable in practice. Consequently the standard tests for volume stability are arbitrary ones. They are laboratory tests, with uniform heating,
on small samples and typical classification limits are defined as temperatures below which linear dimensional change is not more than 1.5 or 2% after a few hours' heating — national standards differ but it is not too difficult to correlate them roughly.

These temperatures are simply classification temperatures but tend to be regarded as maximum service temperatures. The best known classification system is the one used for insulating bricks based on ASTM C155 wherein, say a 26-grade brick is one with a limited change at 2550°F (2600°F less an arbitrary 50°F).

This method of classification is well-established for lightweight insulating bricks: it is less well-established with fibres though the attempt is being made. For lightweight concretes no clearly defined system of classification has been worked out although the volume stability is an important property to be taken into account when assessing the temperature capability of the material. Volume stability is also a significant property of the denser refractories and with these it is often found that volume change on heating is an expansion rather than a contraction, due to reaction of the kind already referred to; however, volume stability is a less useful guide to limiting service temperature. The denser materials are anyway more likely to be used in applications where factors other than volume stability alone are likely to influence the acceptable behaviour in service.

The shrinkage measurements in volume stability tests on lightweight materials are misleading as a guide to the behaviour over long periods of time. Practical evidence indicates that shrinkage effects continue progressively, perhaps virtually indefinitely though it is often difficult to get clear evidence of behaviour in precisely known conditions because there are always complicating changes of circumstances. Figures 7–9 record the behaviour of 23-grade insulating bricks under steady controlled conditions. Figure 7 shows the effect of three years at about 1080°C followed by one year at 1150°C. (The area of failure shown in this illustration was not due to brick failure, but an error in installation of the metal anchors.) This behaviour can be compared with the classification criterion for this grade: grade 23 is the ASTM classification meeting the requirement that shrinkage in 24 hours at 2250°C (1230°C) is not more than 2%.

![Typical reformer furnace producing hydrogen for ammonia production.](image)

Fig. 6. Typical reformer furnace producing hydrogen for ammonia production.

![Insulating brick in reformer wall after four years service well below classification temperature.](image)

Fig. 7. Insulating brick in reformer wall after four years service well below classification temperature. (The broken brickwork has no relevance.)
It is not easy to judge when failure is getting near but figure 7 represents a condition roughly perhaps two thirds through the useful life of the lining. Ultimately failure will occur in the form shown in figure 8 which shows a similar wall after a further year and a half. What happens eventually is that shrinkage cracks appear, parallel to the hot face of the brick, and a stage is reached where the front end falls off. Figure 9 shows the effect of flame impingement; in the area of impingement the temperature was hotter than the surroundings by 50–100°C.

Thus for long reliable life the maximum acceptable service temperature may be 200°C lower than the classification temperature although of course some applications, in intermittent kilns for example, where easy access is frequently available for repairs, it may be acceptable to use the same material at a higher temperature.

The effect of a slightly reducing atmosphere is most remarkable and it is not too difficult to reach this condition locally, even in furnaces operated in a nominally oxidising atmosphere if the burners are turned down to give the minimum excess air. Figure 10 shows a ‘diffuser wall’ in an old design of ethylene cracker. This wall, designed to distribute the furnace gases in front of the convection tube bank, was made using sillimanite bricks. These are high-grade alumino-silicate bricks, normally suitable for temperatures around 1600°C or more. This particular wall slumped under its own weight after one year at 1250°C although any excess hydrogen or CO could have been only very small in amount.

Figure 11 shows a wall of 23-grade insulating brick, the same type as shown in figures 7–9, after one year at 1100–1150°C in an atmosphere slightly on the reducing side. The effect of this atmosphere is to cause a rapid and serious shrinkage that culminates in spalling of the hot ends of the bricks.

Special thought is necessary to ensure that the components and materials not subject to the hot-face temperatures but to some lower intermediate values are operating within their capabilities. Experience shows that refractory constructions fail as often perhaps more often, owing to failures of metal components as they do to failures of refractory ones. Choice of a silicon-based cast iron support anchor for a proprietary suspended brick wall in a reformer furnace was based on its supposed suitability for
Fig. 11. Service shrinkage and spalling of insulating brick due to slightly reducing atmosphere. Temperatures up to 800°C. In practice the anchors failed by oxidation, cracking and distortion after five years in a situation estimated to be in the range 600–700°C even though the brickwork was in perfect condition. Chrome-nickel stainless steels are commonly used in wrought form as bent rods for example and a variety of high temperature alloys as castings. Generous safety margins are necessary to ensure long life and Table 1 lists recommendations for a number of these materials.

Similar reservation is necessary concerning the use of insulating slab material and both calcium silicate slab and mineral wool slab suffer serious shrinkage if used at their maximum rated temperatures. This can be specially serious around discontinuities in the furnace structure like peepholes and the like where local furnace pressure fluctuations cause hot gases to get behind the lining if a gap appears and this can rapidly worsen and cause distortion of the external steelwork.

Construction detail
Reliability depends on making a good choice of construction system and the importance of care in choosing materials has also been emphasised. As well as these aspects one must consider a variety of construction details and this can only be done effectively by an analysis of all the separate parts of the design and their relationships with each other.

If such an analysis is done carefully it is possible to draw conclusions about the reliability of the separate elements and hence of the whole structure and we may call this procedure a reliability analysis. One may approach in two ways the question, what in fact are the parts of the design that need consideration? One way is to consider the components and the materials of which they are made and the other to consider the functional elements of which the structure is built; both aspects need to be examined. The design of refractory and metal components as well as the materials of which they are made may be faulty and cause failure. These components are bricks, blocks, burner quarts, refractory anchors and individual shapes used in suspended constructions and the metal anchors, sprags, hooks, shelves and the like. Generally the functional elements are the walls, floors, roofs, dividing walls, anchors, openings, doors, expansion gaps and metal/refractory interfaces.

The analysis of a design is usually straightforward if sometimes lengthy: the difficulties when they do arise are usually due to inadequate knowledge of the conditions perhaps because of complex geometry or more fundamentally because the state of knowledge about the behaviour of the materials is inadequate. If that is the case then experience or experiment are the only guides.

Special attention is necessary to the provision of expansion allowance but unfortunately this is not a straightforward matter. In some cases one can be reasonably generous if there are no adverse consequences, for example with fired bricks on uncomplicated surfaces in easy operating conditions, although a common fault is to make the expansion joints too infrequent. Obviously one adverse consequence, of insufficient allowance, is mechanical disruption, but it is possible for ill effects to arise from too great an allowance and such may be, for example, too much relative movement or too easy passage of hot gases behind the lining.

The permanent shrinkage of unfired refractories at least partially offsets thermal expansion and creep in both fired and unfired refractories allows stress relaxation. Where there are structural constraints it may be possible to dispense entirely with expansion gaps under suitable circumstances. It is quite usual, even where there are no constraints, to allow only half the full amount.

It is not possible to set out general design rules for expansion allowance and it is important again to take account of experience.

There remains one important aspect to take into account, namely the question whether the structure is actually what the design says it should be and,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mild Steel</td>
<td>450°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon Cast Iron</td>
<td>650°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium Iron</td>
<td>850°C for chromium up to about 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>950°C for chromium 20% and over</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18/8 Austenitic Steel</td>
<td>900°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/12 Austenitic Steel</td>
<td>1050°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25/20 Austenitic Steel</td>
<td>1100°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Recommended maximum service temperatures for metal anchors in refractory constructions
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if not, the ways in which it may differ. Materials vary from their specifications, if they have them, components have size tolerances, metal castings may have defects no less than bricks, but above all the structure may not be built exactly as the designer intended. It is easy to draw the obvious inference that the contractor has not done his job properly; what is perhaps less obvious is that the designer has not done his job properly if he has not made his intentions clear. The designer must take proper recognition of variability and tolerances, his intentions must be quite clear, he must not leave to chance or 'normal practice' any significant detail that could be a potential problem; he must also recognise that his design will be put into effect by people who have problems – and ideas – of their own. It must be realistic and if one design is easier for the contractor than another, then it is a better design.

The precise way in which design is studied by its components or its distinguishable functional parts or elements does not matter too much provided nothing significant is missed. Table 2 gives a list of some of the major items that might be included.

Table 2. Design elements in reliability analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– Brick, monolithic, fibre,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Prefabricated, modular.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice of Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– Temperature rating.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Metal components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Specifications, inspection, testing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural Arrangement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– Thicknesses, temperature gradients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Expansion/construction joints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– Positions of metal components.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| – Contractor communica-
| tion. |
| – Construction specification, drawings. |
| – Tolerances. |
| – Monolithic technology, curing. |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commissioning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>– Safe heating rates.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ceramic fibres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The relative novelty of these materials warrants special comment. Glass and mineral wools have been well known for many years; the alumina-silicate ceramic fibres are also glassy materials but capable of withstanding much higher temperatures. Crystalline alumina fibres are also manufactured, not by a melt process, but by wet chemical methods. These fibres are compacted into felts and blankets and moulded into shapes by vacuum-forming, a process borrowed from paper and wood fibre technology which uses a slurry of fibres from which shapes are formed by suction on wire mesh moulds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The more familiar forms of lining so far, now becoming fairly common in the lower temperature heaters, are those in which layers of fibre blankets or felts are impaled on studs attached to the outer steel casing. They are quick to install, provide high thermal resistance, low thermal capacity and low weight, they are immune from thermal shock and have some flexibility. They are easily damaged but easy to repair. In intermittent heating this combination of properties is extremely useful and fibre linings are widely used in equipment for metal heat-treatment and firing of ceramic wares. The low thermal capacity is specially advantageous and the need for minor repairs is acceptable since frequent access is available for maintenance. The permissible range of temperature is greater with clean fuels, but even with heavy fuel-oil fibre linings have been successful at moderate temperatures.

The advantages of using ceramic fibre linings for the firing equipment used in hydrocarbon processing need more careful assessment: low thermal capacity does have some advantage since it provides a longer period of accessibility during shutdown and easy provision of high thermal resistance and low weight are also advantageous. Immunity from thermal shock is of minor interest: commissioning procedures and heating rates used with conventional refractory linings are often over-conservative and in comparison fibre linings may seem to have some superiority but thermal shock should not normally be a problem. In prefabrication for example of package heaters that can be transported in one piece or few pieces, there is clearly advantage in lower weight and also in the increased tolerance to flexing that regularly creates problems with monolithic linings where casing stiffness is often inadequate (Figure 12). It is however, the value of easy repair that needs careful examination. These linings certainly are easy and quick to repair but this advantage is illusory if easy access is not available when necessary. In continuously operated plant with shutdown every two years let us say, this cannot be guaranteed and in any case the linings in large heaters, reformers and crackers are not accessible without scaffolding, which is expensive and takes time to erect.

Thus we are back again to the question of reliability. Whether fibre linings are capable of as long and reliable a life as brick and concrete linings is not yet known, because although the ceramic fibres have been in use for much longer than ten years the early linings were often installed with little in the way of sound design basis. It is difficult to generalise about the susceptibility to mechanical damage except to say that the greater the need for maintenance the greater will be the exposure to damage and reliability is therefore specially important. The type of lining with the longest history is based on the multi-layer blanket construction and the limitation in service temperature is the most important, both of the fibre, which shrinks and splits well below the classification temperature especially if the blanket is not quilted, with some slackness, and of the metal studs which are usually of rather thin section and oxidise right through quite quickly. Secondly there are features in the construction that without extreme care entail some risk of construction error. An example of this is the design of retaining studs. The most foolproof is a threaded stud and nut, but a minor disadvantage of these is that oxidation makes it impossible to remove the nuts later. A commonly used system relies on the use of a serrated stud which fits into a metal washer or a ceramic cone-shaped component of similar function. The design of these fixings could be improved to provide more positive assurance that they have been properly assembled.

Various modular systems are available. In some of these the fibre is 'stacked' so that the fibre orientation is mainly in the direction of heat flow. This lessens the shrinkage problem and improves the resistance to high velocity gases but decreases the thermal resistance and makes it more difficult to make composite lining systems that use cheaper materials on the cooler side. Other fibre modules use pleated blanket or vacuum-formed shapes.

Some modular systems seem likely to prove more reliable than blanket linings but this remains to be demonstrated. The designs continue to be developed.

**Novel processes**

Chemical engineering is limited by the capabilities of construction materials...
and practical processes are possible only within these limitations; however, from time to time, as materials improve, new processes are tried experimentally in which these limitations are tested and sometimes significant advances are made. It is relatively easy simply to design an enclosure in which refractory material is used as a lining. It is much more difficult where heat is to be transferred from combustion gases to reaction gases, while keeping the two separate, at temperatures beyond the limits of metal tubes. The use of regenerative heating and arrangements with moving beds of heat transfer media has been mentioned already in connection with hydrocarbon processing. An extreme example of such a process, operated experimentally but not exploited commercially, was the direct oxidation of nitrogen in air. To obtain economic yields of nitrogen oxides, a temperature well over 2000°C is necessary and the operating conditions were found to be too difficult because of the very severe thermal shock and even volatilisation of the refractory media.

Other processes have been found possible though technically difficult in which ceramic tubes have been used in place of metal tubes to contain reacting gases. These materials are of course refractories but, by custom, they would in this form more properly be described as ceramics. Silicon carbide and alumina have both been used in experimental tubular heaters. The former has the advantage of a particularly high thermal conductivity and an established technology of large tube production and was used in a heater for hydrocarbon reforming (8). The sintered alumina tubes were used for HCN production from methane and ammonia (9). The engineering problems are formidable. To make tube systems of any reasonable capacity involves difficult jointing techniques but the most fundamental problem is that of design and construction of a complex structure with a brittle material. With adequate study of stress-rupture behaviour acceptable working stresses could be ascertained and small scale equipment is entirely possible albeit with some difficulty and with limitations, but in a structure of some complexity a multitude of local stress concentrations would exist that could not be relieved, and a successful construction would involve a new approach to design, quite different from that used with metals.

There have been several post-war searches for the magical ceramic with some of the toughness or ductility that are characteristic of metals. Today however, cermets are almost forgotten; crystal whisker ceramic composites are not in evidence; ductile magnesia or other ceramic crystals are still laboratory curiosities and in recent times the search appears to have slackened completely. If an engineering science and technology is to develop in which ceramics are free to some significant extent from current constraints, which can provide chemical engineering with a real option to use ceramics in heat exchange equipment, it will not be done as a result of a breakthrough with as yet undeveloped materials having fundamentally new properties: it will be done by making use of materials with the familiar limitations of brittleness and so on, but with a design philosophy adapted to these limitations.

There is yet no sign, in the chemical process industries, that the incentives to tackle these problems seriously are great enough and the prospect that this will happen seems unlikely.

Conclusions

There is a temptation to conclude that if all the effort that goes into studying the behaviour of refractory materials were to be directed to engineering problems in refractory constructions it would not be at all a bad thing. Clearly however, problems with materials will always remain, not least because of the change in sources of supply of new materials. Nevertheless there is a great need for studies in refractories engineering, for codifying, for rationalising traditional practices and above all for education. The supply industry is generally well equipped to choose materials suited to the wide range of environmental conditions found in the chemical industry: where design and construction are concerned the state of knowledge and practice is far less satisfactory and this can be seen especially clearly in process industry equipment where reliability is specially important and where the relatively clean environment creates reasonably easy conditions for refractories. It is encouraging that effort is now being directed, especially by the British Ceramic Research Association, to studying some of the fundamental engineering science.
BCIRA/ESI Manual on
Refractories for Coreless Induction
Furnaces for Ironfoundries

The manual should prove to be of interest to all existing users of coreless induction melting furnaces and of considerable assistance to those contemplating the use of such equipment.

Sections in the manual include the following:

- Description of coreless furnace and lining
- Available refractory materials
- Furnace lining techniques
- Methods of installation
- The fritting of linings
- Operation practices
- Measurement of lining wear in coreless induction furnaces
- Repairs of linings
- Some common causes of lining failure
- Induction furnace knock-out procedure
- Maintaining records

For further information contact:
BCIRA, Alvechurch, Birmingham B48 7QB